


Abstract

Coronaviruses (CoVs) are a large family of single-stranded, positive-sense RNA viruses

that infect a wide range of vertebrate hosts. Along with SARS-CoV-2, the etiological agent of the

COVID-19 pandemic, there are six other characterized human CoVs (HCoVs). Infection by the

four endemic HCoVs (e.g., -OC43, -NL63, -229E, -HKU1) can cause cold-like illness, while

infection with epidemic HCoVs (e.g., SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV) can result in severe disease

with high mortality. A comprehensive understanding of viral biology is required to develop

effective therapeutics, such as vaccines and antiviral drugs. Early steps during viral replication,

such as cell-surface binding and entry, are challenging to study in a quantitative manner. To

circumvent some of these technical challenges, we developed tagged recombinant murine

coronaviruses expressing a small, N-terminal portion of the luciferase enzyme (NanoLuc)

encoded by the deep-sea shrimp Oplophorus gracilirostris. The small size of this tag (HiBiT, 11

amino acids), relative to the remaining catalytic portion of NanoLuc (LgBiT, ~170 amino acids),

reduces the risk that the tag interferes with viral protein function. Complementation of the viral

protein-HiBiT fusion with LgBiT results in a catalytically active complex referred to as

NanoBiT. Because even small amino acid tags can disrupt protein function, we generated

constructs that tagged either the N- or C-terminus of each CoV structural protein (N, E, and M),

excepting Spike (S), which was only C-terminally tagged. Three of the seven recombinant

viruses were recovered, and two showed evidence of replication but were unable to be

propagated further. Serial dilution of these viral stocks demonstrated several log10 of linear

signal, indicating that they will be useful tools to quantitatively investigate early events during

viral replication.
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Introduction

At an estimated ten million per milliliter of seawater, viruses contribute to most of the

genetic diversity of the ocean, and they can be found in every environment on Earth [1]. The

success and ubiquity of these obligate intracellular parasites can be attributed, in part, to their

capacity to infect all living things. Viruses cannot generate ATP, translate their mRNA, or

generate biosynthetic building blocks such as nucleotides, amino acids, or lipids. Therefore,

viruses are completely reliant on the host cell for replication following binding and genome

release. Understanding viral biology requires developing the necessary tools to measure key

steps during the viral life cycle.

Coronaviruses (CoVs) are positive-sense, single-stranded RNA [(+)ssRNA] viruses that

can infect a wide range of vertebrate taxa. Bats and birds, which are natural reservoirs for CoVs,

harbor the greatest diversity of coronaviruses [2]. In addition to being reservoirs for diverse

CoVs, bats play a critical role in the emergence of zoonotic CoVs, which can infect humans.

Over the past twenty years, three human CoVs (HCoVs) have emerged: severe acute respiratory

syndrome-associated CoV (SARS-CoV), Middle East respiratory syndrome CoV (MERS-CoV),

and SARS-CoV-2, the etiological agent of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). The ongoing

SARS-CoV-2 pandemic has been the worst since the 1918 H1N1 influenza pandemic [3]. In

2002, SARS-CoV was first identified in Guangdong, China. This CoV was linked to small

mammals including Himalayan palm civets (Paguma larvata) and raccoon dogs (Nyctereutes

procyonoides), which functioned as intermediate hosts [4]. Ten years later, MERS-CoV was

discovered in Saudi Arabia following the hospital admission of an elderly man presenting

symptoms consistent with severe pneumonia [5]. In historical sera samples, MERS-CoV binding

antibodies were present, which led dromedary camels to be implicated as an intermediate host
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[4]. Recently, both bats and wet markets have been associated with the emergence of

SARS-CoV-2 [6]. Along with the three zoonotic pathogens, there are four endemic HCoVs that

can cause the common cold (HCoV-OC43, HCoV-229E, HCoV-NL63, and HCoV-HKU1). Each

of the previously mentioned CoVs emphasizes the continued capacity for viruses to emerge in

the human population to cause widespread and potentially lethal disease.

A key contributor to the emergence of new CoVs into the human population is the use of

host cell receptors that are conserved among mammalian species [7]. Once the viral genome is

inside the cell, two major processes, recombination and error-prone replication, can facilitate

high levels of population genetic diversity, and both are driven by the viral RNA-dependent

RNA polymerase (RdRp). Recombination results from the use of discontinuous CoV templates

(i.e., different CoV genomes), and since RNA recombination can occur across the entire genome,

a large diversity of recombinant genomes can theoretically be produced [8]. While CoVs encode

a proofreading exoribonuclease, their large (29-31 kb) genome size and lack of mismatch repair

further enhance the generation of genetic diversity within the viral population. Together, both

recombination and mutations introduced by the viral RdRp can enable adaptation through the

random generation of potentially advantageous mutations. Ultimately, studying these key events

during CoV replication could help to inform both CoV emergence and the development of novel

therapeutics.

Within their large (+)ssRNA genomes, coronaviruses encode two major categories of

proteins: nonstructural proteins (nsp) and structural/accessory proteins (Figure 1A). There are 16

nonstructural proteins encoded within the first two-thirds of the genome, and most of these

proteins are responsible for replicating the large (29-31 kb) genome. The remaining one-third of

the genome encodes structural and accessory proteins. While the function and number of the
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accessory proteins vary, all CoVs contain four core structural proteins (Figure 1B): spike (S),

envelope (E), membrane (M), and nucleocapsid (N). S is a 1,325 amino acid-containing

transmembrane fusion protein that facilitates virus binding to cell-surface receptors and drives

virus-cell membrane fusion. These two functions are carried out on distinct domains, termed S1

and S2, which mediate receptor binding and membrane fusion, respectively [9]. At 84 amino

acids, E is the smallest of the structural proteins and it is also the least abundant within the viral

particle, despite being expressed abundantly during viral infection [10]. Mouse hepatitis virus

strain A59 (MHV-A59), a model murine CoV, and SARS-CoV lacking E are

replication-competent but both have reduced fitness [11-12]. M is the most abundant protein

within the virus particle, and one-third of the 229 amino acid-containing protein is devoted to

three membrane-spanning domains [13]. Homotypic M-M interactions play a major role in virus

assembly, and M is necessary but not sufficient for virion formation [14]. Finally, N contains 455

amino acids and is the only viral protein to coat the (+)ssRNA genome within the virion [15].

Despite coating the viral genome, higher order oligomers of N do not require the presence of

viral (+)ssRNA to self-assemble [16].

Many molecular tools, including epitope tagging and genetically engineered reporter

viruses, have been developed to elucidate gene expression patterns, signaling pathways, protein

localization, and key molecular interactions during replication [17]. Epitope tags, which typically

refer to the in-frame fusion of a small peptide, can facilitate the detection of viral proteins via

Western blot or immunofluorescence either following transfection or infection. Examples of

epitope-tagged recombinant CoVs include an avian infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) expressing

an HA-tagged viral RdRp (nsp12) [18]; a tetracysteine (TC)-tagged enveloped (E) protein for

MHV-A59 [10]; and a MYC-tagged open reading frame three (ORF3) for porcine epidemic
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diarrhea virus (PEDV) [19]. However, a key limitation of epitope tags is that quantification

typically entails band densitometry following Western blot analysis, making this technique less

sensitive and lower throughput. Additionally, epitope tags cannot be used to measure viral

genome replication, transcription, or translation rates. Combined, these limitations have made

reporter viruses a much more ubiquitous tool.

Broadly, reporter viruses refer to recombinant viruses, which express green fluorescent

protein (GFP), red fluorescent protein (RFP), or luciferase. Two major strategies have been used

to insert these genes into the viral gene: replacement of a non-essential viral gene or in-frame

fusion of a reporter to a viral gene. While all of these are well-characterized proteins, in many

cases they are larger than the nonessential viral protein that was replaced or can disrupt

protein-protein interactions important during virus replication. Some of these challenges are

mitigated if the reporter is being used to study post-entry events such as viral genome replication,

transcription, or translation. However, the use of these reporter genes to study early events during

the viral life cycle (e.g., viral binding and internalization) is limited by the capacity of the

protein-product of these genes to be incorporated into an infectious virus particle. Regardless of

the engineering strategy, determining the best location for reporter placement is empirical, with

gene-fusion sometimes being more optimal compared to gene deletion [20]. Clearly, both

electron microscopy (EM) and high-resolution fluorescence microscopy (FM) can examine viral

binding and internalization, but these are lower throughput, require the random integration of

fluorescently labeled lipids, and are less useful to study the mechanisms of action of potential

therapeutics.

Bipartite protein complementation assays, in which two peptides interact noncovalently

to recapitulate enzymatic activity, represent a good intermediate between epitope tags and
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reporter genes. Beta-galactosidase (β-gal), or lactase, is tetramer of four 1,023-amino

acid-containing polypeptides [21]. β-galactosidase was the first reported complementation assay

in 1967 [22], and ten years later the amino acid boundaries between the two peptides were more

clearly defined [23]. The alpha (ɑ) peptide is a 45 amino acid-containing peptide corresponding

to amino acids 5-51 of β-gal, whereas the larger ΔM15 fragment, originally isolated from an

M15 mutant strain of E. coli, lacks amino acids 11-41 of β-gal [23]. A recent study used this

system to engineer mouse hepatitis virus strain A59 (MHV-A59) containing the ɑ-peptide (amino

acids 5-51) (in-frame) at the C-terminus of S or at the N-terminus of N [24]. This enabled early

events, such as receptor binding and internalization, to be measured by the exogenous addition or

intracellular expression, respectively, of the enzymatically inactive, much larger ΔM15 fragment.

While these viruses were used successfully to interrogate early events during the MHV-A59

lifecycle, β-gal activity is typically assessed colorimetrically, necessitating measurement over a

linear, instead of logarithmic range.

Bioluminescent reporters, such as renilla and firefly luciferase, enable large logarithmic

dynamic ranges, but cannot typically be inserted into viral particles due to their larger size. In

contrast to the larger sizes of renilla (36 kDa) and firefly (62 kDa) luciferase, the discovery of a

new luciferase from the deep-sea shrimp Oplophorus gracilirostris in 2000, provided a smaller

(19 kDa), brighter version. While originally discovered as a heterocomplex composed of 35 kDa

and 19 kDa portions [25], the 19 kDa polypeptide was later shown to harbor the enzymatic

activity and commercialized [as NanoLuciferase (NanoLuc)] by Promega [26]. In addition to

being smaller, NanoLuc has 150-fold higher specific activity than either firefly or renilla

luciferases, and NanoLuc remains stable under various biological conditions [27]. Subsequent

advances by Promega resulted in a complementation system, whereby the N-terminal 11 amino
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acids of NanoLuc are used as an epitope tag, termed HiBiT [28]. When mixed in solution with

the larger (18 kDa fragment), termed LgBit, this system is called NanoBiT and recapitulates the

enzymatic activity of NanoLuc. Recently, HiBiT has been incorporated into four members of the

Flaviviridae family: dengue virus, Japanese encephalitis virus, hepatitis C virus (HCV), and

bovine viral diarrhea virus [29]. In all cases, the HiBiT-containing viruses were

replication-competent [29].

Aside from the β-gal MHV-A59 virus described above, HiBiT-tagged MHV-A59 has not

been reported. (Though, during the course of this work HiBiT-tagged infectious bronchitis

coronaviruses were reported [30].) Previous studies in our laboratory have demonstrated that

allosteric inhibitors of the heat shock 70 (HSP70) family of proteins reduced viral titer in the

absence of infection (manuscript in preparation), suggesting that HSP70 family members are

virion-associated. However, we were unable to assess the mechanism by which allosteric

inhibition of HSP70 was affecting early events during the MHV-A59 life cycle due to the

inability to examine virus-cell binding. Thus, to attempt to answer whether virion-associated

HSP70 was important for viral binding and/or entry, we engineered a panel of HiBiT-tagged

viruses using the wild-type MHV-A59 backbone. Because of the various functions of S, E, M,

and N (described above), we generated N- and C-terminally tagged variants for each structural

protein. The only exception was S, which was only tagged at the C-terminus, because the

N-terminal S1 domain dissociates after binding to the cell-surface receptor. Using a yeast-based

transformation-associated recombination (TAR) reverse genetics system that we recently

developed for MHV-A59, we were able to recover three HiBiT-tagged viruses: rMHV-A59-Sc

(C-terminally tagged S), rMHV-A59-En (N-terminally tagged E), and rMHV-A59-Ec

(C-terminally tagged E). All three viruses were replication-competent, genetically stable over at
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least two passages, and enabled luciferase activity when combined with LgBiT. Furthermore,

rMHV-A59-Sc demonstrated the largest linear range of signal, suggesting that it could be a

useful tool for exploring early events during MHV-A59 replication and exploring the

mechanisms by which HSP70 family members facilitate viral cell-surface binding and/or

stability.
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Figure 1 | MHV-A59 genome and virion schematics

(A) CoV nonstructural proteins (nsps) comprise the first two-thirds of the genome, while the

structural and accessory proteins comprise the second one-third. Spike (S, orange), envelope (E,

yellow), membrane (M, red), and nucleocapsid (N, blue) are shown. The staggering between

nsps1-11 and nsps12-16 indicate a minus-one ribosomal frameshift (-1 RFS).

(B) The locations of the viral proteins are shown using the same colors as noted in (A).
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Methods and Materials

Bacterial and yeast cultures

S. cerevisiae (strain: VL6-48, ATTC) were grown at 30 ºC, 250 rpm in baffled flasks

overnight in YPAD medium (Takara). To generate competent VL6-48 yeast, the Frozen-EZ Yeast

Transformation II Kit (Zymo Sciences) was used per manufacturer instructions. In order to

increase intracellular copy number of the plasmid in E. coli, CopyControl™ Induction Solution

was used alongside TransforMax™ EPI300™ Electrocompetent and Chemically Competent E.

coli (Lucigen). When working with small plasmids, E. coli were grown at 37 ºC, 250 rpm

overnight in LB (Miller) broth supplemented with 25 µg/mL chloramphenicol. Following the

overnight incubation of E. coli, the baffled flasks were diluted and induced 5-hours-post-dilution

per manufacturer instructions. To produce large bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs), the

cultures were grown at 30 ºC, 250 rpm and induced 5-8 hours post-dilution as recommended by

the manufacturer.

Cell culture and viruses

Murine astrocytoma delayed brain tumor clone 9 (DBT-9) cells [31] and baby hamster

kidney cells stably expressing the MHV receptor (BHK-R) cells [32] were grown at 5% CO2 and

37 ºC. The cell lines were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM;

Corning) that contained 10 mM HEPES (Corning), 100 U/mL penicillin/streptomycin solution

(Corning), 0.25 µg/mL amphotericin B (Corning), and 10 % (v/v) serum. Heat-inactivated Horse

Serum (Gibco) was used to maintain the DBT-9 cells. In contrast, BHK-R cells were maintained

using HyClone FetalClone II Serum (FCII; GE Healthcare Life Sciences) and 0.8 mg/mL G418
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(Gibco). Parental MHV-A59 cDNA was generated using the in vitro ligation approach [32].

Additional recombinant viruses were generated using TAR as detailed in the results.

Subcloning of the TAR vector

The TAR vector (pCC1BAC-his3) was generated from the widely available p0521s

vector (Addgene). Using CloneAmp HiFi PCR premix, PCR was performed to generate a 9,622

bp region of the p0521s plasmid, which contains both the pCCABAC sequence and necessary

YAC and BAC components. The following primers were used: GenVec4a_F,

5’-CCAACTTGGTAGTGAACTGG-3’ and GenVec4b_R 5’-AGGGTTAATTTCGAGCT

TGG-3’. The p0521 plasmid was a gift from Hamilton Smith (Addgene plasmid #62862;

http://n2t.net/addgene:62862; RRID: Addgene_62862). The p0521 plasmid was provided in

EPI300 cells that encode trfA, which is an L-arabinose inducible replication factor that allows the

plasmid to exist in multiple copies. The EPI300 cells were grown in LB (Miller) containing 12.5

µg/mL chloramphenicol. These cells were diluted 1:10 in the medium detailed previously with

the addition of L-arabinose. The 100 mL cell cultures were incubated at 37 ºC, 250 rpm for five

hours. According to the manufacturer’s protocol, the plasmids were recovered using the

Macherey-Nagel NucleoBond Xtra Midi Plus kit.

TAR vector generation

To incorporate homologous regions to the 5’ and 3’ ends of the MHV-A59 genome,

modifications were made to the pCC1BAC-his3 vector. Upstream of the 5’ hook, a 5’ CMV

enhancer region and promoter are present. Downstream of the 3’ hook, a 59 nt poly(A) tail, an

antigenomic ribozyme from hepatitis delta virus, and an SV40 poly(A) signal sequence are
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present. These were generated synthetically (IDT) and were inserted into the pCC1BAC-his3

vector using In-Fusion cloning (Takara) downstream of the 3’ hook. The pMHV-TARvec, which

includes the previously described components, was linearized using the AfeI restriction enzyme

(NEB). This vector was used for the assembly of each recombinant virus.

Generation of viral subgenomic fragments

Ten fragments were created using the cDNA produced from MHV-A59 RNA or from the

in vitro ligation of dsDNA fragments. Fragments 1-9 are approximately 3,000 bp, and fragment

10 is approximately 5,000 bp. PCR was performed to generate the subgenomic fragments from

wild-type MHV-A59 cDNA using primers (Table 1). Subgenomic fragments were also generated

using in vitro ligated and plasmid-derived sequences rather than cDNA as described previously.

The linker fragments utilized for HiBiT tagging were synthesized by IDT and the remaining

regions of Piece 10 were synthesized by PCR using the primers shown in Table 2.

Viral assembly, junction analysis, and plasmid stock generation

Co-transformation of the subgenomic fragments and pMHV-TARvec into VL6-48 yeast

was performed using the Frozen-EZ Yeast Transformation II Kit (Zymo Research). The

subgenomic fragments and pMHV-TARvec were included in equal molar ratios. To complete the

transformation process, the fragment and vector mixture was added to synthetic minimal media

(SD media, Takara) agarose plates containing adenine sulfate (0.04 g/L, Takara). The plates were

incubated at 30 ºC until colonies were present (3-4 days). Selected colonies were grown in

YPAD medium (Takara) at 30 ºC, 250 rpm overnight. The total yeast DNA was extracted using

GC preps [34]. Multiplex endpoint PCR was used to confirm proper assembly of the viral
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genome (PCR protocol: 98 ºC 30 seconds, [98 ºC 10 seconds, 60 ºC 30 seconds, 72 ºC 60

seconds] x30, 72 ºC 10 minutes, hold 4 ºC) using the primers shown in Table 3. Phusion U

Multiplex PCR Master Mix (Invitrogen) was used to set up 20 µL reactions with 5 µL of

template DNA from GC prep. The correctly assembled viral plasmids were purified using the

Macherey-Nagel NucleoBond Xtra Midi Plus kit and a finalizer. After the samples were

resuspended, the yeast was incubated at 37 ºC with Zymolase 100T (United States Biological

Corporation) and DTT (Fisher Scientific) and inverted every 15 minutes for one hour (8 mL

resuspension buffer, 0.77 mg/mL DTT, and 2,380 U/mL Zymolase). The assembled plasmids

were transformed into electrocompetent E. coli and plated on LB agar plates (Difco) that

contained 50 µg/mL kanamycin (Fisher Scientific). Colonies obtained from these plates were

grown in LB media (BD Difco) with 50 µg/mL kanamycin (Fisher Scientific) at 30 ºC, 250 rpm

overnight. Once again, the correctly assembled plasmids were purified using the

Macherey-Nagel NucleoBond Xtra Midi Plus kit and a finalizer.

Agarose gel electrophoresis

All samples were electrophoresed using 1% agarose (w/v) containing SYBR Safe

(Invitrogen) per the manufacturer’s instructions. The 1 kb Plus DNA Ladder (NEB) is shown in

each image.

Virus recovery

Plasmids containing the assembled HiBiT-tagged viruses were recovered through

transfection into HEK-293T cells that expressed the MHV-A59 receptor (HEK-293T-R), which

were supplied by Mark Denison (Vanderbilt University Medical Center). Transfections were
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performed in confluent 6-well plates using 1 mg/mL PEI Max (Molecular weight: 40,000;

Polysciences). The ratio of PEI to DNA was 3:1, and the final volume of Opti-MEM (Gibco) was

2 mL. The 6-well plates were frozen 24-48 hours post-transfection. The supernatant from the

6-well plates was used to generate P1 and P2 stocks in DBT-9 cells.

Plaque assays

In 12-well plates, DBT-9 cell monolayers were grown to 80-90% confluency. These

plates were infected with 50 µL of the P2 virus stock diluted with gel saline [PBS (+/+); Gibco)

with 0.3% (w/v) porcine gelatin (Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 minutes at 37 ºC. During the incubation

period, the plates were rocked every 15 minutes. The 1 mL gel overlay was applied [1 mL

DMEM (Invitrogen) with 1% (v/v) agarose (Difco)]. The cultures were incubated at 37 ºC for 24

hours. Plaques were fixed using 0.5 mL 4% formaldehyde for 30 minutes. The overlays were

carefully removed using a small spatula, and the plates were allowed to dry within a chemical

hood. The plaques were counted, and titers were calculated with respect to the virus dilutions.

Luciferase assays

Ten-fold dilutions (100 to 107) were prepared using 90 µL of complete DMEM for DBT-9

cells and 100 µL of the P2 virus stock, and 40 µL of each dilution was added to a 96-well plate.

A master mix was prepared to accommodate the total volume of virus dilutions added to the

96-well plate. The master mix was composed of an equal volume (1:1 ratio) of Nano-Glo HiBiT

Lytic Reagent (2.2 mL), the LgBiT Protein (1:100, 22 µL), and the Nano-Glo HiBiT Lytic

Substrate (1:50, 44 µL). The master mix was kept at room temperature and mixed by inversion.

Complete DMEM was added to two well as a negative control, and each condition was
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performed in duplicate. The master mix was added to each well (40 µL per well), and the plate

was wrapped with aluminum foil to prevent unwanted light exposure. Luminescence was

measured using the BioTek Synergy HTX and an integration time of 2 seconds.
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Table 1 | Primers used to generate overlapping pieces of MHV-A59 genome

Purpose Name Sequence

Piece 1
Piece1_F 5'-GATAAGAGTGATTGGCGTCC-3'

Piece1_R 5'-CAGTCTTCATCATCAGGAGC-3'

Piece 2
Piece2_F 5'-TGCTTTACTTGATAGGTTGGC-3'

Piece2_R 5'-TACCCTTAGCCTCCGAAAC-3'

Piece 3
Piece3_F 5'-ATTACACGCATGTGAAATGTAAAC-3'

Piece3_R 5'-GCAACTGCATATCCGATTTG-3'

Piece 4
Piece4_F 5'-AATGTTACAATGGTTGTTTGTTGC-3'

Piece4_R 5'-GGTACGTCTGTGAAGTACAAG-3'

Piece 5
Piece5_F 5'-ATGGACTACTATGTTGTCATTGG -3'

Piece5_R 5'-CACATCCATATTCATAACAACACC-3'

Piece 6
Piece6_F 5'-CAGATATTTGTGGATGGTGTTCC -3'

Piece6_R 5'-ACATAATGCTTAGCCCTAACAC-3'

Piece 7
Piece7_F 5'-TGACATTATTGTCGTTGATGAGG-3'

Piece7_R 5'-TTTGCAATGAACACATCATCATC-3'

Piece 8
Piece8_F 5'-GGCACTATCTTTACTCAAAGCAG-3'

Piece8_R 5'-TTAGCAGTGTTGCCAACATC-3'

Piece 9
Piece9_F 5'-GAATTTATAGTACCGCTCTGTGG-3'

Piece9_R 5'-CTATAGTCACCTTTGGAGATCTAG-3'

Piece 10
Piece 10_F 5'-GTGTCCAATCCGTTGATGG-3'

Piece10_R 5'-TGTGATTCTTCCAATTGGCC-3'
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Table 2 | Primers used to generate Pieces 10a and 10c for HiBiT-tagged viruses

Purpose Name Sequence

Piece Nn 10a Nn_10a_R 5'-AGGTTCTCAACAATGCGG-3'

Piece Nn 10c Nn_10c_F 5'-TTCCTGGGCAAGAAAATGC-3'

Piece Nc 10a Nc_10a_R 5'-GAGTCATCTTCTAACCCATCTGG-3'

Piece Nc 10c Nc_10c_F 5'-AAGAGAATGAATCCTATGTCGG-3'

Piece Sc 10a Sc_10a_R 5'-GTATCACAATACTGTCCTGGTG-3'

Piece Sc 10c Sc_10c_F 5'-CCTGCAGGAAAGACAGAAAATC-3'

Piece Mn 10a Mn_10a_R 5'-CCTCTAATAGGGGCAGTCTC-3'

Piece Mn 10c Mn_10c_F 5'-CCAGAGCCCGTCTATCAATG-3'

Piece Mc 10a Mc_10a_R 5'-GGTTCTCAACAATGCGG-3'

Piece Mc 10c Mc_10c_F 5'-GGATGTCTTTTGTTCCTGGG-3'

Piece En 10a En_10a_R 5'-TTCTTTCGAGCTGCGTG-3'

Piece En 10 c En_10c_F 5'-CCTTACAGACACAGTATGGTATG-3'

Piece Ec 10a Ec_10a_R 5'-CCTCTAATAGGGGCAGTCTC-3'

Piece Ec 10c Ec_10c_F 5'-ATTATGAGTAGTACTACTCAGGCC-3'
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Table 3 | Primers used for junction analysis

Purpose Name Final concentration
(μM)

Sequence

Jxn amplicon 1
Jxn1_F

0.1
5'-CAAAATGTCGTAACAACTCCG-3'

Jxn1_R 5'-TTGAGAGGGTACGTACGG-3'

Jxn amplicon 2
Jxn2_F

0.1
5'-GAGCATGATGTGATAGGCAC-3'

Jxn2_R 5'-GGACTGCTGAGTCTTCAGC-3'

Jxn amplicon 3
Jxn3_F

0.1
5'-ACTGGTGGTAGTGTGGG-3'

Jxn3_R 5'-CAGCAATACTATGTCCCACC-3'

Jxn amplicon 4
Jxn4_F

0.1
5'-GCTTGCATTTGGTCTGTGG-3'

Jxn4_R 5'-GACAAGCCTTAGAGTTGCG-3'

Jxn amplicon 5
Jxn5_F

0.3
5'-ATGCGTAGCATAAACCACG-3'

Jxn5_R 5'-TGCAATATGCAAGTGCTGG-3'

Jxn amplicon 6
Jxn6_F

0.3
5'-CCGAACACCTGTGAGTG-3'

Jxn6_R 5'-CCTCATAATAGAGCCTGGC-3'

Jxn amplicon 7
Jxn7_F

0.3
5'-CCTGGTACTGGTAAGTCC-3'

Jxn7_R 5'-GCTGAGTCTACTGTCTGG-3'

Jxn amplicon 8
Jxn8_F

0.3
5'-TGGTCGTGATAATGGTGC-3'

Jxn8_R 5'-GCTTGCCATAATTCCAGAGG-3'

Jxn amplicon 9
Jxn9_F

0.3
5'-AAATGCCTGGCTCATGG-3'

Jxn9_R 5'-CAATCTAACACCGCTATCCG-3'

Jxn amplicon 10
Jxn10_F

0.5
5'-TGATCTCCGTATGGGTGC-3'

Jxn10_R 5'-GTTTGGCTCTTAACGCAC-3'

Jxn amplicon 11
Jxn11_F

0.5
5'-GGAAGAGCTCACATCAGG-3'

Jxn11_R 5'-GAGTGAATACCACGACGATTT-3'
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Results

Overview of TAR assembly and design of HiBiT-tagged viruses

Previously, we established a transformation-associated recombination (TAR) system for

assembling and recovering recombinant murine coronaviruses (Mouse hepatitis virus, strain

A59; MHV-A59). For TAR assembly to occur, there are two major categories of exogenous

linear double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)(Figure 2). These include a linearized TAR vector and

viral genome fragments. The TAR vector must overlap with the 5` and 3` ends of the viral

genome. Additionally, the TAR vector includes a 5` CMV promoter and enhancer, which will

ensure that the viral genome is fully transcribed. A 3` poly(A) tail and SV40 poly(A) signal

sequence ensure that both nuclear export and high levels of translation occur. An antigenomic

hepatitis delta virus (HDV) ribozyme is included, and this component results in the presence of a

native 3` viral terminus. Ultimately, the ribozyme decreases the likelihood that unnecessary

regions of the TAR vector are included in the resulting viral DNA strand. A previous member of

our group designed primers to generate ten overlapping genomic pieces (Piece 1-9), which are

3,000 base pairs (bp) in length. However, Piece 10 is approximately 5,000 bp in length. Due to

the strategic primer design, the fragments overlap by 60-120 bases, which promotes efficient

homologous recombination following transformation.

The major CoV structural proteins (E, M, N, and S) must self-associate, oligomerize,

bind to the genome, and engage the cell-surface proteinaceous receptor, respectively.

Considering varying roles of these proteins, the addition of small amino acid tags could

compromise the function of these proteins. A potential solution to this conflict is fusing HiBiT,

which is an 11-amino acid tag, to the structural proteins. Complementation can occur between

HiBiT and the 19 kDa catalytic subunit (LgBiT), and this interaction can restore luciferase
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activity. We designed a panel of constructs containing either C- or N-terminal fusion of the

HiBiT tag. All proteins, except for S, were tagged at both the C- and N-terminus. The N-terminal

portion of S is the S1 subunit, which will dissociate from S2. The S2 subunit is responsible for

membrane fusion, and the dissociate occurs upon binding to the host cell receptor. Thus, the

N-terminal HiBiT tag is not suitable for studying early events of the CoV life cycle. For all viral

constructs, the HiBiT tag is fused to the C- or N-terminus of structural proteins via a flexible

linker composed of both serine and glycine (GSSG). The linker increases the flexibility of the

HiBiT tag with respect to the viral protein and decreases the likelihood that the HiBiT tag will

interfere with normal viral protein function (Figure 3, yellow). Furthermore, the linker ensures

that the HiBiT tag can freely associate with the LgBiT catalytic subunit to emit a luminescent

signal.

To facilitate TAR-assembly of these constructs, we divided Piece 10 into three pieces,

each with an appropriate homologous overlap. Notably, Piece 10 contains the entirety of E, M,

N, and the C-terminus of S. Piece 10b is the synthetic region that contains the HiBiT tag, linker

region, and the C- or N-terminus of the viral structural protein (Figure 3). Pieces 10a and 10c

were generated via PCR, and they represent upstream or downstream sequences required to fully

generate the original Piece 10. Figure 3 allows for visualization of the three pieces that result in

Piece 10 synthesis.

Assembly and junction verification of recombinant viruses

After the components described above were PCR-generated or purchased, the viral

genome was assembled by co-transformation. Using equal molar ratios of all viral fragments and

the AfeI-linearized TAR vector, yeast cells (Saccharomyces cerevisiae, strain VL6-48) were
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transformed. Yeast cells were utilized since they can efficiently recombine exogenous DNA if

approximately 60 bp of each fragment are homologous [33]. The TAR vector contains a HIS3

gene, which can be used for plasmid selection. Four days post-transformation, four colonies were

selected for each construct from SD -His plates, and these colonies were expanded in YPAD

medium at 30 ºC to increase yeast growth. The total yeast DNA was extracted using the glass

bead Chelex 100 preparation (GC prep) as described previously [34]. Yeast cells were lysed

through a combination of vortexing in the presence of glass beads and the brief application of

heat. Because each junction between the viral genome pieces and the TAR vector should be

unique, multiplex end-point PCR can be used to assess the accuracy of TAR assembly. The

multiplex reactions contain 11 sets of primers that generate PCR products with lengths between

~100 bp and ~1,200 bp. Piece 10a, 10b, and 10c are treated as a singular band since they share

endpoints with Piece 10 (Figure 3). Nine PCR products assess the junctions between viral

genomic pieces, while the remaining two assess the junctions between the assembled virus

genome and the TAR vector. Thus, there will be eleven bands present when imaged following

agarose gel electrophoresis. Figure 4 shows a representative lane for each of the seven

constructs; these were the individual yeast genotypes that were used for subsequent DNA

purification, bacterial transformation, and virus recovery.

Recovery of viruses by transfection

The TAR vector enables the assembled viral genome to act as both a yeast artificial

chromosome (YAC) and bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC). These plasmids differ from

standard yeast and bacterial expression plasmids in that  are maintained as single-copy plasmids

in both yeast and bacteria to increase the stability of the large DNA plasmids. Because of this,
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larger scale cultures (100 mL) of yeast colonies containing properly assembled viral genomes

had to be grown in YPAD to obtain sufficient plasmids for bacterial transformation. These

cultures were purified using a modified bacterial nucleic acid isolation protocol (see Methods),

and this purified DNA was used to transform TransforMax EPI300 Electrocompetent E. coli.

Subsequent bacterial transformants were used to produce transfection-grade plasmid DNA.

Since these plasmids are approximately 40 kilobases and have a low copy number,

co-purification of bacterial genomes could occur. To investigate this possibility, we analyzed a

fraction of each purified plasmid using agarose gel electrophoresis. When imaged, multiple

bands with a high molecular weight were present. Consequently, each plasmid was digested with

KpnI to distinguish between the contaminating bacterial genome and various forms of the

plasmid. The plasmids could be nicked, supercoiled, or linear, which could alter the results

presented by the agarose gels. If the plasmid is primarily the assembled viral genome, the KpnI

digestion should result in eight fragments, which should resolve into six bands based on their

size. Figure 5 shows both undigested and KpnI-digested bands for all assembled plasmids except

rMHV-A59-Nn. Aside from rMHV-A59-Nn and rMHV-A59-Mn, which showed abernant

molecular weights, these data suggest that our plasmid DNA preparations were composed

predominantly of the assembled TAR vector. Despite the correct junction analysis of

rMHV-A59-Mn (Figure 4), an unexpected banding pattern was shown for purified KpnI-digested

and undigested plasmids. Therefore, rMHV-A59-Mn was excluded from our recovery attempts.

To evaluate whether TAR-assembled genomes result in replication-competent viruses, the

purified plasmids were transfected into both HEK-293T cells that stably express the MHV-A59

receptor, CEACAM1, and DBT-9 cells. Carcinoembryonic antigen-related cell adhesion

molecule 1 (CEACAM1) was initially isolated from MHV susceptible mice (strain: BALB/c),
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and the amino acid sequence confirmed that this receptor is from the CEA family [36]. The

polycation polyethylenimine (PEI) is a non-lipid-based transfection agent that can result in high

transfection efficiency [35]. Following PEI: DNA complex formation at a 3:1 ratio, we attempted

virus recovery using 6-well plates. For each recombinant virus construct, a single well within the

6-well plate was transfected. Of the seven recombinant viruses, three were successfully

recovered as passage 2 (P2) viral stocks. Because CoVs are enveloped viruses, they must fuse

their viral membrane with the host membrane. During infection, cell-surface expression of the

viral fusion proteins can lead to cell-to-cell fusion, as the viral fusion protein (Spike) can

promote virus-cell and cell-cell fusion following receptor binding. Overall, the formation of

syncytia (i.e., cytopathic effect, CPE) is a visible indicator of virus replication. CPE was present

in the DBT-9-transfected passage 0 (P0) stocks for all rMHV-A59 constructs. Significantly,

extensive cytopathic effect (CPE) was observed for rMHV-A59-En, rMHV-A59-Ec, and

rMHV-A59-Sc. However, no CPE was observed in HEK-293T-R cells at any time point, despite

the expression of CEACAM1. This could be due to cell-surface expression levels of CEACAM1

being lower in HEK-293T-R cells compared to DBT-9 cells. Passage 2 (P2) stocks were initiated

via blind passage of P1 stocks. Although there was variable recovery time, all three viruses had

extensive CPE throughout the flask. rMHV-A59-En was recovered after ~12 hours, while

rMHV-A59-Ec was recovered after ~33 hours. rMHV-A59-Sc was recovered after ~23 hours.

Lastly, plaque assays were performed to determine the titers of rMHV-A59-En, rMHV-A59-Ec,

and rMHV-A59-Sc (Table 4). As indicated in Table 4, all viruses had P2 stock titers above 104

plaque-forming units per mL (PFU/mL). These observations indicate that HiBiT tagged E or S

viruses were replication competent, suggesting that this small tag did not significantly impede

the normal biological function(s) of these proteins. The limited CPE observed in the remaining
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five constructs suggest that they could be replication-competent, but the viruses may be

debilitated.

Enzymatic activity and sequence-confirmation of HiBiT-tagged viruses.

To determine whether the HiBiT tag was retained during recovery, we performed targeted

Sanger sequencing on viral supernatant RNA harvested from rMHV-A59-En, rMHV-A59-Ec,

and rMHV-A59-Sc P2 stocks. Following RNA purification and reverse transcription, dsDNA

amplicons spanning the HiBiT-tagged regions of each virus construct and the entire tagged gene

were amplified via PCR. The PCR products were visualized using agarose gel electrophoresis,

and both were consistent with their expected molecular weight (Sc, 4204 bp; Ec/En, 512 bp)

(Figure 6D). Sequencing across the entire length of E and S confirmed the presence of both the

linker and HiBiT tag. Additionally, the sequencing demonstrated that there were not any

mutations across these portions of the genome. Prior to using these newly recovered viruses, the

entire genome will need to be sequenced to ensure that no mutations exist. However, engineered

regions are more likely to be selected against, so these data suggest that the entire genome will

likely reflect wild-type sequence.

To analyze the capacity of the HiBiT-tagged structural proteins to associate with the

enzymatic subunit (LgBiT), we measured the luminescent activity of ten-fold dilutions for

rMHV-A59-En, rMHV-A59-Ec, and rMHV-A59-Sc P2 stocks using the Nano-Glo® HiBiT Lytic

Detection System. Eight ten-fold dilutions (100 to 107) were generated for each virus, and the

luciferase activity of each sample was measured in duplicate. The maximum signal generated by

each virus was at least 100 times the background luminescence of the plate and substrate (~11

RLU). The lowest signal produced from a virus was 1,100 RLU. rMHV-A59-Ec and
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rMHV-A59-En had similar signal ranges and maximum RLU. This result was unexpected as the

titer of rMHV-A59-En was 1 log10 lower than rMHV-A59-Ec. rMHV-A59-Sc had the broadest

range and highest maximum signal, despite having an intermediate titer. The crude RLU-to-PFU

ratios, which were both based on duplicate measurements, indicate that the rMHV-A59-Sc stock

produces more RLU per PFU. This result could be explained by the rMHV-A59 P2 stock having

an abundance of non-infectious particles, or there could be more abundant virion-associated S

protein. Additional experiments will be needed to determine the underlying cause of this

phenomenon. Lastly, all luciferase activity measurements were linear within the range measured

(Figure 7). This linear correlation indicates that the P2 virus stocks can be used for future

experiments without saturating the luminometer detector. Furthermore, these virus stocks have

sufficient maximum signal for visualizing changes to early events during virus replication.
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Figure 2 | Schematic of overlapping dsDNA fragments needed for TAR assembly

TAR assembly involves a linearized TAR vector, generated via AfeI. The green and orange

regions on the TAR vector represent the 5’ and 3’ hooks (regions homologous to the viral

genome), respectively; the CMV promoter/enhancer is shown in red; and the poly(A) tail,

hepatitis delta virus antigenomic ribozyme, and SV40 poly(A) sequence are shown in cyan. The

gray region contains the elements needed for replication and selection in yeast and bacteria. The

overlapping MHV-A59 pieces are shown in blue, and the regions that overlap with the 5’ and 3’

hooks are shown using the same colors as above.
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Figure 3 | Overview of HiBiT tagging strategy

Piece 10 (of the 10-piece MHV-A59 TAR system) contains the C-terminus of S and the rest of

the viral structural proteins. It was subdivided, as shown above, in order to use TAR to insert a

synthetically synthesized region (Piece 10b; approximately 250-300 nucleotides) between the 5’

(Piece 10a) and 3’ (Piece 10c) sub-pieces of Piece 10. The relevant structural open reading frame

(ORF) is shown in blue, and the homologous region of overlap with Piece 9 is shown in cyan.

All images are shown together to facilitate comparisons; larger images are shown in Figure S1.
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Figure 4 | Representative PCR products from junction analysis following TAR

Total DNA was extracted from four independent yeast colonies for each HiBiT-tagged construct

using the GC prep method. A single sample from each is shown, and this represents the yeast

genotype used in subsequent experiments. Relevant sizes of bands within the DNA ladder are

shown. Below 1.0 kbp, each band represents a 100-bp difference in size. rMHV-A59-En, Ec, Sc,

Nc were all electrophoresed on the same gel (with the left-most DNA ladder), but the other lanes

have been removed to better show the size distributions of the junctions. Similarly,

rMHV-A59-Nn, Mn, Mc, and WT were all electrophoresed on the same gel as the DNA ladder

on the right-hand side.
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Figure 5 | Assembled and KpnI-digested plasmids

Plasmids were digested with KpnI and are shown to the left of their undigested controls. KpnI

digests of a correctly assembled plasmid are shown to the right as a control. The bands

anticipated following KpnI digestion are listed near their respective lanes at the top right.

KpnI-digested Nn was accidentally not loaded onto the gel (*), but both the junction analysis

(Figure 4) and molecular weight consistent with the other constructs suggests it is correct.
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Figure 6 | Sanger sequencing alignment of linker and HiBiT tagged region

A zoomed-in schematic of each in-frame linker and HiBiT construct is shown for rMHV-A59-En

(A), rMHV-A59-Sc (B), and rMHV-A59-Ec (C). The chromatograms for two independent

Sanger sequencing reactions are aligned below the schematic and reference sequence. The PCR

amplicons used for Sanger sequencing are shown in (D).
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Table 4 | Summary of virus recovery and working stock generation

rMHV-A59
construct

Notes on cytopathic effect (CPE)

P0 P1 P2 P2 recovery
time and titer*

HEK-293T DBT-9 HEK-293T → DBT-9 DBT-9 → DBT-9

Ec

Despite the presence
of CEACAM1, the
viral receptor, no
obvious CPE was

observed. 

Yes Extensive Extensive 12h; 1.15 x 106

En Yes Extensive Extensive 33h; 8.10 x 104

Mc Yes Very limited N/A N/A

Nn Yes Limited Limited N/A

Nc Yes Very limited N/A N/A

Sc Yes Extensive Extensive 23h; 4.09 x 105

N/A: not attempted
*Titers (in PFU/mL) are the average of two independent plaque assays, each performed in duplicate.
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Figure 7 | Luciferase activity of HiBiT-tagged viruses

Ten-fold serial dilutions of rMHV-A59-Sc (A), rMHV-A59-En (B), and rMHV-A59-Ec P2 stocks

were made and luciferase activity of HibiT-tagged viruses were measured using the Nano-Glo

HiBiT Lytic Detection System. Each datapoint is the mean of duplicate samples, and the linear

regression of 95% confidence interval bands are shown. The ratio of mean relative light units

(RLU) to mean plaque-forming units (PFU) is shown normalized to rMHV-A59-Sc in (D) for

undiluted stock samples.
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Discussion

The emergence of three novel CoVs within the past two decades - SARS-CoV,

MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2 - causing severe and lethal human disease emphasizes the

importance of more fully understanding CoV cell biology. Reporter viruses are powerful tools to

quantitatively explore viral biology and pathogenesis, but the in-frame fusion of reporters to viral

genes can disrupt critical protein-protein interactions during infection or require the replacement

of a non-essential viral gene. To generate reporter viruses that mitigated these concerns, we used

the NanoBiT reporter system to engineer a panel of MHV-A59 viruses encoding viral structural

proteins containing either a C- or N-terminally added HiBiT tag. We successfully recovered three

of these recombinant viruses, rMHV-A59-Ec, rMHV-A59-En, and rMHV-A59-Sc and generated

P2 stocks above 104 PFU/ml, suggesting that these viruses are replication-competent. Moreover,

Sanger sequencing and luminescence assays confirmed that the tag was maintained and

functional during virus recovery and stock generation. Overall, these studies provide insight into

tagging strategies that result in viable viruses, as well as provide tools to examine early events

during CoV replication.

A previous study examined the use of a C-terminally α-peptide-tagged S protein to more

fully understand the cell binding and entry requirements of MHV-A59 (MHV-αS) [24]. The

45-amino acid α-peptide tag exceeds the 11-amino acid HiBiT tag that we used, and MHV-αS

has decreased viral yield and replication kinetics when compared to wild-type MHV-A59. This is

consistent with the reduced P2 titers we observed with rMHV-A59-Sc. While different, both

systems used a peptide-protein complementation approach, suggesting the C-terminus of S is

sufficiently flexible to enable the interactions necessary to recapitulate enzymatic activity.

Further, the variance in α-peptide and HiBiT size suggests that the S protein can withstand the
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addition of at least 45 C-terminal amino acids without a significant impact on virus-cell

membrane fusion function. During the course of this work, a replication-competent HiBiT tagged

S virus was also reported for the avian CoV infectious bronchitis virus (IBV). However, instead

of at the N- or C-terminus, the HiBiT tag was internal, located near the N-terminal of the fusion

domain (S2; rS-HiBiT). The titer of rS-HiBiT was similar to the wild-type strain, indicating the

internal HiBiT tag did not disrupt membrane fusion [30]. The maximal supernatant RLU signal

for the IBV rS-HiBiT virus was similar in magnitude to our rMHV-A59-Sc virus, indicating that

both a terminal and internal HiBiT tag can successfully complex with LgBiT, though perhaps

with different efficiencies.

To our knowledge, prior to our experiments there was not a published virus containing a

reporter fused to a CoV E protein. E is the smallest of the structural proteins, the least abundant

within the viral particle, and its primary function is that of a viroporin on intracellular

membranes, such as the ER and Golgi, during replication [10].This could be due to the small size

of E and its relative low abundance within the viral particle. Therefore, rMHV-A59-Ec and

rMHV-A59-En represent the first replication-competent E fusions and demonstrate that E can be

C- or N-terminally tagged without significantly disrupting critical protein-protein interactions.

However, the P2 titers of both rMHV-A59-Ec and rMHV-A59-En were lower than wild-type

MHV-A59, suggesting some impact. This is consistent with previous literature demonstrating

that both MHV-A59 [12] and SARS-CoV [11] lacking E (ΔE) are replication-competent. The ΔE

MHV-A59 virus showed slower growth kinetics and lower peak titer, but there were not

significant phenotypic changes following sequential passages [12]. Interestingly, rMHV-A59-Ec

and rMHV-A59-En have similar peak luminescence values, despite there being 14 times more

PFUs present per unit volume in the Ec sample analyzed compared to Ec. This either suggests
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that a C-terminally tagged E protein is more accessible to complementation with LgBiT or that

rMHV-A59-Ec produces more non-infectious particles that contribute to the total luminescent

signal. The C-terminus of E is within the virion [38], and thus could potentially interact with

other CoV structural proteins. As such, the lower RLU-to-PFU ratio could be due to the presence

of HiBiT disrupting critical E protein interactions within the virus. The N-terminus of E is

thought to reside within the membrane [39], so the addition of HiBiT would be expected to have

a lesser impact on virion assembly and egress during later time points during infection.

Compared to either E construct, rMHV-A59-Sc had a greater maximum RLU, which was

unexpected given the differences in titer but is consistent with S being a much more abundant

component of  the virion compared to E [37].

Although our attempts of generating terminal HiBiT-tagged M construct were

unsuccessful, an internal HiBiT tag was recovered for IBV (rM-HiBiT) during the course of this

work [30]. Compared to the parental strain, rM-HiBiT had a ~1 log10 decrease in titer at multiple

time points post-infection, and limited CPE was observed. In contrast, we were unable to recover

a C-terminally-tagged M protein (rMHV-A59-Mc). While purified rMHV-A59-Mn plasmid had

confirmed genome assembly, KpnI digests revealed deletions and/or changes to the assembled

plasmid. As such, rMHV-A59-Mn was excluded from our recovery attempts. The original

transfection of rMHV-A59-Mc into DBT-9 cells resulted in CPE, suggestive of some replication

competence. However, the lack of sustained and progressive CPE complicated the recovery of

higher titer, usable virus stocks. M is the primary driver (along with E) in virion morphogenesis

and budding, with homotypic M-M interaction being very important in this process [14]. As

such, our results indicate that the C- and/or N-terminus of M might be important for M-M

interactions and inclusion of the HiBiT tag could impede these interactions. The successful
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recovery of the IBV rM-HiBiT virus demonstrates that internally tagging M might allow for both

virion assembly and successful, accessible tagging with HiBiT.

Finally, we were unable to recover sequence-confirmed, functional HiBiT-tagged N

viruses, despite multiple attempts. This is consistent with data from IBV, where HiBiT-tagged N

protein-containing viruses were nonrecoverable [30]. However, this contrasts with N-terminal

α-peptide tagging of MHV-A59 (MHV-αN) [24], which showed reduced peak titers at multiple

time points but was still replication-competent. While we observed CPE early during recovery

for both rMHV-A59-Nc and rMHV-A5- Nn, the lack of progression in P1 and P2 stocks suggests

a deficit in replication. This was very surprising, given that HiBiT is four-times smaller than the

α-peptide used to generate MHV-αN. The N protein is composed of three conserved domains

including the N-terminal domain (NTD, N1b), C-terminal domain (CTD, N2b), and the N3

domain; there is also an SR- (serine and arginine) rich region within N2a that links the N1b and

N2b domains [40]. The N1b and N2a domains interact with nonstructural protein 3 (nsp3), which

results in the recruitment of N to replication-transcription complexes (RTCs) [41]. As such, this

suggests that the amino acid sequence of the tag and/or the structure of the region itself might

impact viral fitness more than just the presence of an N-terminal tag. Ultimately, our combined

data indicate that E and the C-terminus of S best tolerate the addition of a HiBiT tag. Also, these

complementation-based reporter viruses could be used to assess early events during CoV entry

and to explore the mechanism of action of pharmacological inhibitors.
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Figure S1 | Full-sized HiBiT construct diagrams

Piece 10 (of the 10-piece MHV-A59 TAR system) contains the C-terminus of S and the rest of

the viral structural proteins. It was subdivided, as shown above, in order to use TAR to insert a

synthetically synthesized region (Piece 10b; approximately 250-300 nucleotides) between the 5’

(Piece 10a) and 3’ (Piece 10c) sub-pieces of Piece 10. The relevant structural open reading frame

(ORF) is shown in blue, and the homologous region of overlap with Piece 9 is shown in cyan.

These are the same images shown in Figure 3, just larger to enhance clarity.
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